Receiver-Operating Characteristic Analysis of Eigen-Based Clutter Filters for Ultrasound Color Flow Imaging.
The eigen-based filter has theoretically established itself as a potent solution in ultrasound color flow imaging (CFI) for combating against clutter arising from moving tissues. Yet, it remains poorly understood on how much gain in flow detection sensitivity and specificity can be delivered by this adaptive clutter filter. Here, we investigated the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) of the eigen-based clutter filter to statistically evaluate its efficacy. Our investigation was conducted using a new vascular phantom testbed that incorporated both intrinsic tissue motion (vessel pulsation: 7.58 cm/s peak velocity) and extrinsic tissue motion (vibration: 5-Hz frequency, 2.98 cm/s peak velocity), as well as pulsatile flow (pulse rate: 60 beats/min; systolic flow rate: 6.5 mL/s). The eigen-filter (single-ensemble formulation) was applied to CFI raw data sets obtained from the phantom's short-axis view (slow-time ensemble size: 12; pulse repetition frequency: 2 kHz; and ultrasound frequency: 5 MHz), and post-filter Doppler power was compared between flow and tissue regions. Results show that, in the presence of vessel pulsation and tissue vibration, the eigen-filter yielded a high true positive rate in depicting flow pixels in CFI frames (0.945 and 0.917, respectively, during peak systole and end diastole at 60° beam-flow angle), while maintaining a low false alarm rate (0.10) in rendering tissue pixels. Also, the eigen-filter posed ROC curves whose area under curve was higher than those for the polynomial regression filter (statistically significant; t-test p values were less than 0.05). These findings serve well to substantiate the merit of using eigen-filters to enhance the vascular visualization capability of CFI.